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International Master’s in 
Multimedia Creation for 
Performing Arts and Live 
Shows.

Start date: 2023 Oct
End date: 2024 Jul

Description
and goals
From Robert Wilson to La Fura dels Baus, lighting and 
multimedia become essential protagonists of visual play. 
Multidimensionality, video in its multiple formats, sound art 
in live interaction, the incorporation of new technologies, the 
participation and the interaction with the public, have 
transformed the world of performance arts.

Throughout the course, students will receive the necessary 
theoretical knowledge related to creating multimedia for the 
show. They will learn to conceive, build and interact with the 
main elements of the scene. They will carry out a complete 
immersion in the development of a performance.

In the first part of the master, students will receive a solid 
background, throughout the modules, of the most cutting-
edge and professional software currently available: 
Madmapper for videomapping and videoscene, Ableton
software for sound editing and live composition, 
Touchdesigner language for lighting, and interaction, 
and Kalliope for interaction with the participating public.

These core subjects will converge, in the second part 
of the master's degree, in the preparation and 
realization of a play. Cristina Casanova, Director of the 
Master, Pep Gatell, Artistic Director of Fundación Épica La 
Fura dels Baus, Manuel Conde, director of Radiante and 
Siddharth Gautam, visual and multimedia artist, together 
with the rest of the teachers, will direct and accompany the 
students throughout this journey.

The play will premiere at the Teatre EL TEM in Valencia, 
one of the most prestigious in the Community.
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Structure
The master`s is divided into four
phases:
1. Bases
2. Inspiration
3. Development and production
4. Play

█ PHASE 1: Bases
Period: from October to February
Through five core modules we will explore the relationship between 
multimedia and entertainment. We will learn the concepts, techniques and 
software necessary for multimedia creation in the performance and performing 
arts.

+ Module 1: Context. Multimedia and performance. 
30 Teaching hours.

+ Module 2: Video staging / Video mapping. Software Lessons: 
Madmapper and Touchdesigner. 60 Teaching hours.

+ Module 3: Sound design and live composition. Software 
Lessons: Ableton live. 50 Teaching hours.

+ Module 4: Light Art / Lighting design. Software Lessons: 
Madmapper and Touchdesigner. 45 Teaching hours.

+ Module 5: Interaction design. Software Lessons: Touchdesigner
and Kalliope. 20 Teaching hours.

█ PHASE 3: Development / production
Period: from April to June

In this third part of the master will shape the show that will be performed in 
Valencia. Students will work with Cristina Casanova, Pep Gatell, Manuel 
Conde, Nadala Fernández, Siddharth Gautam and Pablo Álvarez to create a 
live show.
The students will continue with the development of the previous modules, 
during which and under the guidance of the teachers, based on weekly 
sprints, they will create and combine the different elements of the show and 
amalgamate them into a scenic project.

█ PHASE 2: Inspiration
Period: March

During the month of March, once the core subjects have been completed, a 
series of talks with relevant personalities from different fields of culture will 
take place. This is the beginning of a month of inspiration in which students 
focus on the conception of the play that will be premiered at the end of the 
master's degree, following the requirements of the call for proposals that they 
receive at the beginning of March.

█ PHASE 4:  Play
It is the final phase of the course and the final phase of any scenic and 
performative creative process: the live performance of the show. It is not only 
a master's degree final project, but the commitment of all the participants, 
including teachers, who will see their name associated with this production. In 
this phase we will work intensively in the performance space, the Teatre TEM 
in Valencia.



Calle Quart 21-23
46001 Valencia, Spain

For more information contact:
contact@labavalencia.net

labavalencia.net

█ Faculty
Cristina Casanova. 
Director of the master`s. Co-Director of the play.
Director of LABA Valencia. School of Art, Design & New Media.

Pep Gatell. 
Co-Director of the play.
Founder and Artistic Director of Épica La Fura dels Baus
Foundation.

Andrea Contino. 
Coordinator of the master`s.
Director of LABA Valencia. School of Art, Design & New Media.

Manuel Conde. 
Responsible for the modules of Videoscene and Light art / 
lighting.
Co-director at Radiante, a creative design studio of videoscena
and light art.

Siddharth Gautam. 
Teacher in the Video Scene module.
Visual artist and multidisciplinary designer specializing in image 
in motion. Co-director of La Rabiosa productions.

Nadala Fernández. 
Teacher in the Production submodule.
Producer at the Épica La Fura dels Baus Foundation. 

Pablo Álvarez. 
Responsible for the Interactivity module. 
Senior interactive designer. Co-founder and  Technical director 
at Vitamin-arte.

Pedro Lorente. 
Teacher of Kalliope Software.
Chief Technology Officer at the Épica La Fura dels Baus
Foundation. 

mailto:contact@labavalencia.net
http://www.labavalencia.net/
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Description 
and goals

From Robert Wilson to La Fura dels Baus, lighting and multimedia become essential protagonists of visual play. Multidimensionality, video in its multiple formats, sound art in live interaction, the incorporation of new technologies, the participation and the interaction with the public, have transformed the world of performance arts.

Throughout the course, students will receive the necessary theoretical knowledge related to creating multimedia for the show. They will learn to conceive, build and interact with the main elements of the scene. They will carry out a complete immersion in the development of a performance.

In the first part of the master, students will receive a solid background, throughout the modules, of the most cutting-edge and professional software currently available: Madmapper for videomapping and videoscene, Ableton software for sound editing and live composition, Touchdesigner language for lighting, and interaction, and Kalliope for interaction with the participating public.

These core subjects will converge, in the second part of the master's degree, in the preparation and realization of a play. Cristina Casanova, Director of the Master, Pep Gatell, Artistic Director of Fundación Épica La Fura dels Baus, Manuel Conde, director of Radiante and Siddharth Gautam, visual and multimedia artist, together with the rest of the teachers, will direct and accompany the students throughout this journey.

The play will premiere at the Teatre EL TEM in Valencia, one of the most prestigious in the Community.
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workshops y másterclass con profesionales que les ayudarán a explorar las profesiones y perfiles del sector de las industrias creativas. 



El segundo año 

se adquieren conocimientos avanzados de los principales softwares y técnicas, de desarrollo web y de apps, Dirección de Arte, modelación 3D, animación y efectos especiales. Además, se analizan las tendencias en el diseño digital y el mixed media, y se aprenden las metodologías para gestionar y desarrollar los proyectos en equipo. 



Los estudiantes elaborarán un proyecto colaborativo en el que confluyen los conocimientos adquiridos.



Podrás enriquecer tu formación con workshops y materias complementarias como advertising, branding y digital marketing, infografía avanzada, programación multiplataforma, etc. 



El tercer año 

se focaliza en preparar la salida laboral y en el desarrollo profesional, a través de prácticas en empresas, la preparación del proyecto de final de carrera y la adquisición de los conocimientos y habilidades necesarios para el aprendizaje, como la creación y financiación de una startup o la capacidad de gestionar estudios y liderar equipos creativos internacionales.



Los estudiantes podrán participar con su proyecto de final de carrera en el concurso “LABAPP”. El mejor proyecto, individual o colaborativo, obtendrá el soporte y la financiación necesaria para hacerse realidad, transformando el prototipo en una app real, lista para entrar en el mercado.



















Structure

The master`s is divided into four phases:
1. Bases

2. Inspiration

3. Development and production

4. Play





 █  PHASE 1: Bases

Period: from October to February
Through five core modules we will explore the relationship between multimedia and entertainment. We will learn the concepts, techniques and software necessary for multimedia creation in the performance and performing arts.

Module 1: Context. Multimedia and performance. 
30 Teaching hours.

Module 2: Video staging / Video mapping. Software Lessons: Madmapper and Touchdesigner. 60 Teaching hours.

Module 3: Sound design and live composition. Software Lessons: Ableton live. 50 Teaching hours.

Module 4: Light Art / Lighting design. Software Lessons: Madmapper and Touchdesigner. 45 Teaching hours.

Module 5: Interaction design. Software Lessons: Touchdesigner and Kalliope. 20 Teaching hours.





 █  PHASE 3: Development / production

Period: from April to June



In this third part of the master will shape the show that will be performed in Valencia. Students will work with Cristina Casanova, Pep Gatell, Manuel Conde, Nadala Fernández, Siddharth Gautam and Pablo Álvarez to create a live show.

The students will continue with the development of the previous modules, during which and under the guidance of the teachers, based on weekly sprints, they will create and combine the different elements of the show and amalgamate them into a scenic project.




 █  PHASE 2: Inspiration

Period: March

During the month of March, once the core subjects have been completed, a series of talks with relevant personalities from different fields of culture will take place. This is the beginning of a month of inspiration in which students focus on the conception of the play that will be premiered at the end of the master's degree, following the requirements of the call for proposals that they receive at the beginning of March.





 █  PHASE 4:  Play

It is the final phase of the course and the final phase of any scenic and performative creative process: the live performance of the show. It is not only a master's degree final project, but the commitment of all the participants, including teachers, who will see their name associated with this production. In this phase we will work intensively in the performance space, the Teatre TEM in Valencia.
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 █  Faculty

Cristina Casanova. 
Director of the master`s. Co-Director of the play.
Director of LABA Valencia. School of Art, Design & New Media.

Pep Gatell. 
Co-Director of the play.
Founder and Artistic Director of Épica La Fura dels Baus Foundation.

Andrea Contino. 
Coordinator of the master`s.
Director of LABA Valencia. School of Art, Design & New Media.

Manuel Conde. 
Responsible for the modules of Videoscene and Light art / lighting.
Co-director at Radiante, a creative design studio of videoscena and light art.

Siddharth Gautam. 
Teacher in the Video Scene module.
Visual artist and multidisciplinary designer specializing in image in motion. Co-director of La Rabiosa productions.

Nadala Fernández. 
Teacher in the Production submodule.
Producer at the Épica La Fura dels Baus Foundation. 

Pablo Álvarez. 
Responsible for the Interactivity module. 
Senior interactive designer. Co-founder and  Technical director at Vitamin-arte.

Pedro Lorente. 
Teacher of Kalliope Software.
Chief Technology Officer at the Épica La Fura dels Baus Foundation. 
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